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ECO-MIGHTY DEGREASER
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Ecobug® Eco-Mighty Degreaser is a powerful, enzymatic cleaner and degreaser for
removing grease, oil, fats, dirt and hydrocarbon spills from all surfaces - safer for the
user as well as the environment.

CORE BENEFITS
Quickly cuts through the toughest oil, greases and fats
Fast enzymatic action
Product specific enzymes to tackle oily and greasy residues
Reduced use of hazardous ingredients owing to the inclusion of a VOC free, carbon
neutral, plant derived solvent in place of traditional solvents
Concentrated formula, reducing the cost per application.
Advanced detergent/solvent/enzymatic combination make an excellent choice for all
round maintenance cleaning
Delivers exceptional cleaning on all surface types
Makes floors less slippery and hazardous
pH neutral and safe for all surfaces
Contains a fresh and widely appealing fragrance, which revives surfaces and leaves
a long lasting pleasant scent

AREAS OF USE
Safe to use within the commercial kitchen
environment, cookers, cooker extractors
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ECO-MIGHTY DEGREASER
HOW DOES IT WORK?
The product contains a plant derived, carbon neutral, VOC free eco-solvent which
provides the benefit of extra solvency power when cleaning and effectively replaces the
need for more conventional and hazardous solvents. The solvent reduces the surface
tension of the residual oily molecules enabling the rupturing of complex molecular
chains into smaller more soluble and easy to remove molecules.
The fast acting product specific enzymes break down the oily residues, allowing their
complete removal rather than simply allowing them to be moved around by the wash
solution.
Regular use makes kitchen floors safer for workers, reducing the incidence of slips and
trips in this busy environment.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
1. Dilute product appropriately depending on the level of soiling – 1:10 (heavy duty
degreasing) to 1:100 for lighter soils and general cleaning. Use product in spray bottle
or bucket. Clean all surfaces with mop or cloth, no need to rinse.
2. The product may be applied via machine or used for manual cleaning.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
Contains: Fresh fragrance, water softener, multi-surfactant combination, product
specific enzymes to specifically target the break down of organic compounds including
greasy and oily soils

PU: 12x1L Concentrate
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